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STUDY WITH OTHERS

Many students are unsure if it’s more time efficient to study with

a group of classmates or on their own. Sometimes students prefer

the independence and control of studying alone. Other students

need a study group to help motivate them.



STUDY WITH OTHERS

BENEFITS OF STUDYING ALONE

FEWER DISTRACTIONS

Students who choose to study alone can focus

completely on the material. They don’t have to worry about study

sessions turning into hangout sessions because they’re with

friends. With self-study, students can place 100% of their attention

on what they have to learn for the test.

CONTROL OVER STUDY ENVIRONMENT

All students have different study strategies for preparing

for tests. Some students want to sit in their own rooms listening

to soft background music. Others need to be in a public space

with lots going on around them to keep focused. Studying alone

allows students to study in an environment that’s perfect for them.



STUDY WITH OTHERS

BENEFITS OF STUDYING ALONE

CONTROL OVER STUDY SCHEDULE

Some students work better at night time, others work

better during the day. When students study alone they can plan a

study schedule that works best for them and take breaks when

they please. When students study in a group, the priority is

finding a time that works for everyone, not finding a time that is

most effective for studying. Studying alone allows students the

freedom to choose when they want to study and for how long.

https://www.oxfordlearning.com/best-time-day-to-study/


STUDY WITH OTHERS

STUDY GROUP BENEFITS

DISCUSSING CONCEPTS WITH OTHERS TESTS 

COMPREHENSION

A true test in knowing if a student understands a concept

or not is if he or she is able to explain it to someone else.

Studying with others gives your child an opportunity to better

understand the topic by discussing it with someone else. If a

student draws a blank when someone asks him or her to explain a

concept, it means that the student has to study more.

HELPS CLARIFY ANY QUESTIONS

Not understanding a concept and having no one around

to help can be very frustrating. A major benefit of studying in a

group is being able to ask classmates if something doesn’t make

sense. Having other students around to help review concepts can

also offer a deeper understanding of the class material.



STUDY WITH OTHERS

STUDY GROUP BENEFITS

.

MOTIVATES STUDENTS TO STUDY

If your student works best with others, study groups can

be a great option. Many students derive energy from being around

other people and look forward to learning and discussing material

with classmates. Having a study group will also make your child

more accountable. Other people are counting on him or her to

help with studying, so it’s less likely that he or she will skip

studying.



STUDY WITH OTHERS

WHEN IT’S BEST TO STUDY ALONE

IF THE STUDY GROUP IS GETTING TOO TALKATIVE

The priority of a study group is—studying! If the study

group is talking about things that are off-topic, then it’s best that the

student studies alone. It’s good to take a break from studying and

socialize; however, if students are using a study group as a way to

meet up with friends and talk, your child may get more out of

studying alone.

MEETINGS KEEP GETTING RESCHEDULED

Depending on the size of the study group, it can be

incredibly difficult coordinating a time and place that works for

everyone. If meetings keep getting rescheduled or cancelled, then

it’s better to just start studying alone. This way your child isn’t

waiting on other people to hit the books and start preparing for the

upcoming test.



STUDY WITH OTHERS

WHEN IT’S BEST TO STUDY ALONE

THE STUDENT HAS A VERY DIFFERENT LEVEL OF 

UNDERSTANDING THAN THE GROUP

If a student is just starting to learn course concepts and the

study group is reviewing more advanced concepts, he or she won’t

be able to keep up. It’s best to learn the material on his or her own

time then return to the group to review. The same goes for if he or

she understands all the course concepts and the group hasn’t

started studying yet.



STUDY WITH OTHERS

WHEN IT’S BEST TO STUDY WITH OTHERS

IF IT’S EASIER TO MEMORIZE INFORMATION BY DISCUSSING IT

If your student is an auditory learner (meaning he or she needs to

hear and say things in order to learn concepts) then he or she may

benefit from studying in a group. Study groups are a great environment

to promote discussion and auditory learning. If your student is an

auditory learner but doesn’t have access to a study group—he or she

can always study alone and repeat concepts out loud.

CLASSMATES ARE MOTIVATED TO STUDY

If your child finds other classmates who are motivated to learn,

they can motivate each other to study really effectively. Students can

tell if their study group is serious about school if they keep chit-chat to

a minimum, don’t rush through concepts, and focus on comprehension

rather than memorization.



STUDY WITH OTHERS

WHEN IT’S BEST TO STUDY WITH OTHERS

YOUR STUDENT IS MOTIVATED BY OTHERS

Some students need others around in order to study—otherwise

they’re just not motivated. Having other students around who are

motivated to learn will help keep your child attentive, engaged, and on

track.



Thanks for attention!


